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Nicaragua: The Chinese inter-ocean canal project
On 22 December 2014, the controversial construction of a shipping route across Nicaragua to
connect the Pacific and the Atlantic Ocean was officially launched. With an estimated cost of US$40
to US$50 billion, the Nicaragua inter-ocean canal project could be the biggest-ever infrastructure
investment in Latin America's history. The canal will be built by the Hong Kong Nicaragua Canal
Development Group (HKND) and is scheduled to be operational by 2020. Opposition to the future
waterway is mounting, however, as there are doubts whether the project's calculated economic
gains will outweigh the potential adverse environmental and social implications.

A Chinese-led high-profile infrastructure project, largely shrouded in secrecy
In June 2013, Nicaragua's National Assembly adopted Law 840 on a 50-year master concession and
implementation agreement (MCA) with HKND in a fast-track procedure. The agreement, renewable for
another 50-year period, sets out HKND's exclusive rights for the construction and operation of an inter-
ocean waterway, whose final route had not been determined. The canal project includes a number of sub-
projects such as two deep-sea ports, a free trade zone, and an airport. Parliamentary consent for the MCA
was given without prior public consultation and publication of a feasibility study, or an environmental and
social impact assessment (ESIA) – although the latter was said to be due for release in April 2015. The MCA
contains a broad range of investment incentives, facilitation measures and so-called ‘fair and equal
treatment’ provisions (clauses 9 and 10), including HKND’s ‘most favoured customer status’, at clause
9.5(c)(iv). Under clause 10 of the MCA, HKND is not liable for taxes and duties, Chinese equipment is exempt
from import duties, and expatriate workers are not subject to local labour laws. During the first ten years,
the Nicaraguan government will receive US$10 million annually. HKND will transfer its initial 99% ownership
of the canal to the Nicaraguan
government at a rate of 10% per decade.
An HKND website provides information on
the project partners, such as the British
consultancy Environmental Resource
Management, entrusted with the ESIA,
and Chinese enterprises involved in design
and construction. However, stakeholders
remain anonymous, and little is known
about HKND itself, except that it belongs
to a consortium (HKND Group Holding
Limited) registered in the Cayman Islands,
with links to a web of other companies.
HKND is headed by Chinese billionaire
Wang Jing, whose fortune stems mainly
from telecommunications. Lack of
transparency has fuelled speculation that
Wang Jing may be acting as a front man
for the Chinese government, for which the
canal would be a crucial source of
geostrategic leverage. Mr Wang has
repeatedly dismissed the rumour.

Source: Nature, 2014. Route of the canal marked in red.
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In July 2014, the final route of the 278 km canal, 230 m to 520 m wide and with a depth of 30 m, was
published. It will stretch from the Brito River on the Pacific side, pass through Lake Nicaragua and terminate
in the Punta Gorda River on the Atlantic side. According to the Nicaragua Grand Canal Commission, this
route, although not the cheapest option, was chosen because it has the least environmental and social
impact. The canal's length may be compared with the Suez Canal at 193 km and, to its south, the 81 km-long
Panama Canal.

Economic arguments put forward by the canal’s proponents
HKND justifies the construction of a new canal, which it sees as ‘complementary to’ rather than ‘in
competition with’ the Panama Canal, by the expected growth in global maritime trade, notably bulk
commodities and fossil-fuel trade between Asia and the Americas, and changing maritime transport needs. It
argues that the Nicaragua Canal will shorten shipping routes, lower transport costs, and mitigate the Panama
Canal's capacity problems (i.e. vessel congestion, queuing and cost of delays). It will accommodate ships with
an ever-increasing size, such as the new generation of 'Super Post Panamax' vessels with a maximum
container capacity (TEU) of up to 23 000 TEU, while the Panama Canal, even considering its ongoing
expansion, will be limited to ships up to 13 000 TEU, with bigger vessels remaining dependent on longer
routes. The canal's proponents claim it is the fastest route to economic development for a country that is the
second poorest in the Americas. They purport that it will create 250 000 jobs, lift Nicaragua’s population out
of poverty and turn the country into the ‘maritime capital of the world’. Critics question the project’s
economic logic and profitability and point to the consortium’s lack of a track record in construction.

Environmental, legal, and social arguments proposed by the canal's opponents
The canal will cut Nicaragua in two, and divide and transform Lake Nicaragua, the country's largest fresh
water reserve, into a shipping route, exposing it to potential spills of oil and other harmful substances. The
canal poses a threat to Unesco-established natural reserves, such as the island biosphere reserve of
Ometepe, the Bosawas Biosphere Reserve and the Indio Maíz Biological Reserve, which host endangered
species, and the Cerro Silva Nature Reserve, home to the oldest oak trees in Latin America. Tropical forest
and wetlands could be destroyed by the project, jeopardising ecosystems, fishing and wildlife habitats. Deep
dredging and regular shipping traffic in Lake Nicaragua are expected to have a negative impact on water
quality. Researchers are concerned that the creation of an artificial lake on the Atlantic side to fill the canal’s
locks would open up Nicaragua's waterways to invasive species, as witnessed during the Suez Canal
expansion.
Scientists are alarmed at the canal project's exemption from the standard environmental impact assessment
procedure applicable under Nicaraguan law, and have called for an independent evaluation of the project's
potential impact by international experts. A study conducted by the Alexander von Humboldt Centre using
the Environment Ministry's methodology, concludes that the canal poses extraordinary environmental risks.
Opposition to the project is rising, as roughly 300 communities, including indigenous communal land, are
affected by the canal route and up to 30 000 people face resettlement. There is concern about HKND's
discretion to handle expropriation of land, since Law 840 severely limits compensation for expropriation and
the right to appeal. Indigenous groups filed several law suits with the Nicaraguan Supreme Court for
violation of the Nicaraguan Constitution, the 1987 Autonomy Law (Law 28) and the 2003 Law 445 on
Communal Ownership of Indigenous Peoples and Ethnic Communities, as well as international law. All cases
were dismissed in December 2013. A petition on the situation of indigenous peoples in Nicaragua was filed
before the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights.

What impact for the US and Sino-Latin American relations?
Geopolitically, the canal would strengthen China’s strategic foothold in Latin America, giving it control over a
transit point for global trade, such as the US enjoyed with the Panama Canal until 1999. Like Costa Rica in
2007, Nicaragua could shift diplomatic recognition from Taiwan to the People’s Republic of China, a key PRC
foreign policy goal. This could bolster trade and investment relations. Although China has dramatically
increased its economic presence in the US’s former ‘backyard’, reflected in a surge in Sino-Latin American
trade from US$12 billion in 2000 to US$250 billion in 2012, and the canal raises concerns for the US, the US
has adopted a ‘wait and see’ attitude. US critics take the view that this project ‘is instructive about how the
concept of China as a source of funds, as well as a market, is becoming part of the lexicon for those who do
business in Latin America.’
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